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Abstract—Small-scale DC microgrids have been popular in
recent years due to their flexibility and wide applications. Droop
control is one of the most widely applied control method in
interface converters for a DC microgrid. However, methods to
select proper droop coefficients or droop coefficient zones are
rarely discussed in reported literatures. This paper analyzes the
impact caused by large droop coefficients from loop-gain
perspective, and proposes a low pass filer method to avoid the
significant DC bus voltage variations, which is harmful to the
power quality and voltage-based control strategies. Also, a
droop coefficient zone is defined according to the current
sharing and DC bus voltage variations. A simulation study has
been implemented to validate the proposed droop coefficient
zone and feasibility of the proposed low pass filer method.
Keywords—DC microgrids; droop coefficient; droop control;
low pass filter.
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the dynamics of droop control and influence of system
stability.
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INTRODUCTION

DC microgrids have been popular in recent years for its
advantages [1] over conventional AC grid, such as higher
efficiency of energy utilization, less power transmission
losses, no reactive power and harmonics. A typical DC
microgrid is shown in Fig.1, which mainly includes DC power
sources, energy storage systems and energy consumption.
Applying droop control in two more paralleled interface
converters is an efficient way regulate the power between
them.
As one of the most widely applied control methods in DC
microgrids, droop control was initially designed for solving
circulating current between two or more paralleled converters.
Meanwhile, it was found that adjusting droop coefficient can
also regulate the current sharing between the converters.
Therefore, droop coefficient (or virtual resistance) plays a key
role in current sharing. Many papers have been published on
the study of droop control including decreasing circulating
current [2], current sharing [3-5] and adaptive power
distribution [6-8]. However, methods to select proper droop
coefficients and analyze the impact to the previous designed
closed loop are rarely discussed, which is important to study
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Fig.1. A typical DC microgrids configuration

It has been found that using larger droop coefficients can
achieve more accurate current sharing. However, larger droop
coefficients will cause the system stability issues [9]. The
chosen of the maximum droop coefficient is normally
according to the maximum load. However, increasing droop
coefficient will increase the load current ripple before
reaching its maximum allowed value, which could cause
significant variations over the DC bus voltage. This is
extremely harmful for these DC bus voltage based control
strategies as aforementioned, such as DC bus signaling (DBS)
[10-11] and power line communication [12]. Large DC bus
voltage variations will increase the voltage window for DBS
control methods, and require higher performance DC bus
voltage detection circuit, otherwise, it might lead to
misinterpretation. More effort and cost are thus required to
implement these methods.
Another problem caused by using large droop coefficients
is that the controller designed according to the steady state
with zero droop coefficient might be no longer suitable for
current working state. On the other hands, it involves shifting
of quiescent operating point. This usually takes place under
large load step changes. Therefore, the system will be
divergent and no longer asymptotically stable for these
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Fig. 2. (a) Internal control blocks of droop control of Boost converters; (b) simplified equivalent circuit of two-node distributed generation

converter with inherent Right-half-plane (RHP), such as boost
converters. In real scenarios, the over-load operations are
normally protected by external circuit breakers, which is out
of the scope of this paper. Therefore, it will not be discussed
in this paper regarding of exceeding the stable margin.
In this paper, the impact of introducing droop control on
interface converters is analyzed. Droop control introduces
voltage drop by multiplying virtual resistance with output
current. The virtual resistance is used to vary the reference
voltage according to the output current. Conventional close
loop design requires sufficiently large closed loop gain to
suppress the variation contained in the source and reference.
Introducing droop coefficient will break the previous control
loop, which makes the reference voltage involve the ripple
contained in output current. So the closed control loop cannot
suppress the low frequency ripple according to the control
loop analysis. Adding dedicated low pass filter can filter the
undesired low frequency ripple, therefore impact of
introducing droop control on the output voltage variations can
be reduced.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
gives the analysis of the issues caused by introducing droop
control. The results show that large droop coefficients can lead
to are theoretically predicted. Section III presents the
simulation studies. Finally, the conclusions and future work
are presented in Section IV.
II.

ANALYSIS OF LOOP VARIARIONS INTRODUCED BY
DROOP CONTROL

A. Configuration of system
Fig.2(a) shows the internal droop control blocks of boost
converters, and Fig.2(b) shows a simplified equivalent circuit
of two-node distributed generations. In Fig.2(a), T(s) is the
conventional loop gain. When introducing droop control, this
loop will be influenced by output current, which will be
furtherly explained in following part. In Fig.2(b), two
paralleled equivalent interface converters are used for
illustrations.
The purpose of introducing virtual resistance in parallel
voltage source based interface converters is to decrease the
possible large circumvent current caused by terminal voltage

difference. According to the Fig.2(b), the following equations
(1) and (2) can be attained:

Vb  Vn1  i1 ( Rv1  Rline1  r1 )

(1)

Vb  Vn2  i2 ( Rv 2  Rline2  r2 )

(2)

where Vb is the common terminal voltage, Vn1 is the converter
1 nominal voltage, i1 is the output current, Rv1 is the droop
coefficient, Rline1 is the line resistance and r1 is the Thevenin
equivalent resistance; similarly, V2 is the converter 2 nominal
voltage, i2 is the output current, Rv2 is the droop coefficient,
Rline2 is the line resistance and r2 is the Thevenin equivalent
resistance.
The voltage drop is determined by three parameters: Rv,
Rline and r. In a small-scale DC microgrid, the Rline can be
neglected, which means Rline<<Rv. If Rv is also sufficiently
larger than r, this means the Rv will dominate voltage drop. on
the other hands, the larger of the Rv is, will the less impact be
caused by Rline and r, so furtherly the more accurate current
sharing is in the control loop. This explains why large droop
coefficient can have accurate power sharing mentioned in
introduction part.
B. Loop-gain analysis by introducing droop control
As aforementioned, larger droop coefficient can make line
resistance and equivalent internal resistant of DC source value
less over total output resistant. However, using larger droop
coefficient also has its disadvantages, such as increasing bus
voltage variations that is harmful to bus voltage based control
strategies and lead the phase margin unbearable for quiescent
operating point shifting.
The reason lies that introducing droop control changes the
control block of the original system. Equation (3) gives the
general relationship from input to output according to the
control blocks shown in Fig.2(a).

Vout  Vref

Gvg
Z
1 T
 Vg
 I out out
H 1 T
1 T
1 T

(3)

where Vref is the reference voltage, H is the output voltage
feedback gain, T is the closed loop gain, Vg is the input
voltage, Gvg is the line transfer function, iout is the output
current and Zout is the output impedance.

After introducing droop control, it can be seen that this
relationship will be modified by equation (4) and then
equation (5) can be attained.
Vref  Vn  I out Rv

(4)

Gvg
Z
1 T
Vout  (Vn  I out Rv )
 Vg
 I out out
 H 1  T
1 T
1 T

(5)

Vref

From equation (5), the closed loop transfer function from
Vref to Vout is influenced by the introduced droop control. So

maximum boundary of droop coefficient. Fig.4 shows the
droop coefficient zone.
According to Fig.4, it can be seen that voltage variations
increase as the droop coefficient increase. And this makes the
droop coefficient stop by blue line and cannot reach
previously-designed droop boundary. After adding low pass
filter will make the variations minimized and the available
droop boundary is extended as well.
Vref

denote

Rv>>r+Rline
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Vm  I out

Rv T
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(6)
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where Vm is the voltage drop.
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Equation (6) shows that the voltage drop is affected by
output current and droop coefficient. Large current (big load)
leads to large voltage drop as well as the large variations
contained or coupled in output current.

ripple
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Fig.4 Droop coefficient zone

The maximum virtual resistance (Rv_Max) is usually
designed from maximum allowed working voltage window
according to the converter hardware design or control loop
phase margin; however, it causes large enough variations to
these DC bus voltage based control strategies that rely on the
accuracy of circuit voltage sampling circuit before reaching its
maximum value. Therefore, adding low pass filter before the
feedback current path can effectively reduce the variations
caused by feedback output current. Meanwhile, the boundary
of droop coefficient is also enlarged due to the variation
minimization as aforementioned.
III.

A Matlab/Simulink DC microgrid simulation model was
implemented for the analysis of discussed problems and
validation of the proposed low pass filter method.

Fig.3 Loop gain T and T-related factor

Normally, the closed loop gain is designed to be large
enough to make the output voltage follow the reference
voltage. This means ||T||>>1, so T/(1+T) ≈ 1, which is depicted
in Fig.3. Introducing droop control makes the output current
variations coupled to the closed loop and enlarged by Rv. For
the frequency lower than crossover frequency (sensitive area
shown in the Fig.3), the amplitude of variations cannot be well
suppressed due to the 0dB loop gain. The low frequency
variations will be furtherly transmitted to output voltage, and
theoretically, larger Rv will lead to larger variations according
to the equation (6).
One effective method to avoid large output voltage
variation is to add a low-pass filter on feedback current
(denoted by Iout),
1
I 
I out
1  s

(

SIMULATIONS STUDY

 c1 )

(7)

where wc is the filter cut-off frequency.
This method will suppress the low frequency variation
caused by the grid-connected equipments and also extend the

The nominal voltage reference is 50 V, the cut-off
frequency of low pass filter is 20 Hz. A small disturbance
current is created to test the response of the DC microgrid
system. The parameters used in the simulation study are listed
on Table I.
TABLE I.
Type

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

Vin

25 V

Vout

50 V

L

280 uH

C

1 mF

Rv

[0.1-1]

Rload

25 ohm

H

1/5

ID

0.1 A

fD

50, 100,
500, 1k, 2k
(Hz)

Converter

Disturbance
current

The small current variations (0.1A) are parasitized with
output current, the result of variations through closed loop
gain is shown in following part.

frequencies, which are normally contained in or coupled from
grid-connected applications.
The impact of larger droop coefficient to voltage
variations and the tendency over frequency scale is shown in
Fig.7. It shows that the whole variations tendency over
frequency scale is same as previously analyzed Bode plot as
shown in Fig.3. Larger droop coefficient can make the
variations increase with respect to the frequency. A
declination of voltage variation occurs after the crossover
frequency.

Fig.5 Output voltage variations with Rv=0.1

Fig.8 Bode plot of the simulated model

Fig.6 Output voltage variation with Rv=0.1

Fig.5 shows the voltage variations caused by droop control
with setting of the virtual resistance Rv=0.1 is about 0.22 V (at
500Hz for example), when increasing the droop coefficient to
0.3 (see Fig.6), the amplitude of variations is also increased to
0.54 V (at 500 Hz for example). The lower frequencies (50 Hz
and 100 Hz) voltage components have significant voltage
variations with respect to the testing current.
Fig.9 Output voltage variations with low pass filter

The equivalent resonant frequency is about 500Hz (3.23k
rad/s) which is shown in Fig.8. This frequency gain is also the
largest over the whole frequencies, which is about 8 dB. The
crossover frequency is around 800Hz (5.23k rad/s), the
variations after this frequency are well suppressed by the
closed loop gain.

Fig.7 voltage variations as Rv increases over frequency scale

This means that introducing droop control results in weak
suppression on the output current variations over lower

Adding low pass filter on the current feedback path can
dramatically reduce the variations caused by introduced droop
control. The simulation result is shown in Fig.9. It can be seen
that the voltage variations (500 Hz for example) are reduced
even with large droop coefficient, which means that the droop
coefficient can reach the maximum boundary till it shifts
quiescent operating point as discussed before.

Fig.10 Output voltage variations with low pass filter with Rv=0.3

A quantitative illustration is shown in Fig.10. The
amplitudes of low frequencies are suppressed (only 0.06 V at
500 Hz peak to peak for example). As for the higher frequency
over crossover frequency, it does not have significant impact
due to previous large loop gain. Therefore, the variation over
all frequency range are well suppressed so that the power
quality and bus voltage based control methods can be
guaranteed.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper analyzes the impact of introducing droop
control in DC microgrids for DC/DC interface converters. It
shows that introducing droop control make the DC microgrid
system more sensitive to low frequency variations contained
in output current. A maximum droop coefficient is tracked and
a low pass filter is proposed for reducing the variations and
topping up the maximum droop coefficient. Simulation results
validated the proposed system analysis and design.
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